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\begin{abstract}
We have previously suggested a method for robotized stator winding of cable wound electric machines and demonstrated the method successfully in full-scale experiments. The cable feeder tool used to handle the cable during the complete winding process is an essential component of this robot cell. To take the robot winding method to the next level, into an industrial product, require further developments regarding durability, interdependency, flexibility and implementability. In this paper, we present an updated cable feeder tool design. This tool is designed to be used in a robot cell for cable winding of the third-generation design of the Uppsala University Wave Energy Converter generator stator. In this work, three cable feeder tool prototypes have been constructed, experimentally evaluated and validated for the intended application. Key performance parameters are presented and discussed, including suggestions for further developments. We completed a durable, compact, high performance tool design, with fully integrated control into industrial robot controllers. The experimental results presented in this article are very promising and hence, the updated cable feeder tool design represents another important step towards an industrial solution for robotized stator cable winding.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

The use of cable winding has been suggested as a durable and efficient stator winding method for electric machines\cite{1,2}. Automated stator winding technology is widely used, in particular for small and medium sized electric machines with high production volumes\cite{3,4}. There are ongoing efforts to develop new automated stator winding methods providing higher machine efficiency, facilitated assembly and increased assembly flexibility\cite{5-10}. However, being a less common winding technology used mainly for medium and large sized machines, cable winding has so far only been performed manually.

At UU,\textsuperscript{1} cable winding is used in the generator of the UU WEC\textsuperscript{2} concept\cite{11}. This concept has now reached the third design generation, see Fig. 1a, and is commercialized by the spin-off company Sea-based Industry AB. In the full-scale project, multiple WECs are to be deployed together in farms, to achieve a scalable system and to smoothen the fluctuating power output from single devices\cite{12}. Consequently, numerous stators will need to be assembled for these WECs. The stator currently used in the WEC generator is about 2 m long, divided into six or nine separate sections and wound with a 25 mm\textsuperscript{2} PVC-insulated multi-thread installation cable, see Fig. 1b. During manual winding of the stator, the winding cable is pulled back and forth through slot holes in the stator, a very repetitive and exhausting task. About 3000 m of cable is used in each UU WEC generator, so the assembly is very time-consuming.

We have previously developed and evaluated a cable feeder tool for robotized cable winding of the second generation design of the UU WEC with very promising results\cite{13}, see Fig. 2a. Inspired by this robot tool, a simplified manual cable feeder tool has been developed and tested in production at Seabased Industry AB, see Fig. 2b. Manual cable feeder tools have been used before during cable winding of other larger machines\cite{14}. Likewise, commercially available cable feeder machines are often used to assist cable pulling winches when laying cable. These machines regularly use hydraulic or electric driven belts to feed cable. When installing cables in closed ducts, such cable feeder machines are often used with cable blowing or cable floating technology\cite{15-19}. Here, either compressed air or water is forced through the duct with the cable, sometimes combined with cable lubrication. The robotized stator cable winding process does have some conceptual similarities to robotized filament winding developed for the manufacturing of fiber
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reinforced composite materials [20,21] and winding machines developed for the manufacturing of superconductive coils [22]. Simplified, such equipment can be described as an unwinding reel, a moving payout tool and a moving winding table or mandrel where the cable or fiber is laid.

One of the main challenges in automating stator cable winding is the flexible nature of the winding cable. Methods and sensors for localization, manipulation, shape prediction and automatic routing of flexible objects, including loose cables, have previously been demonstrated in similar applications [23–28]. It is important to avoid cable twisting during the cable winding application. If not, self-contacting cable loops might form due to torsional forces on the cable. If winding cables with helical multi-thread conductors are used, such loops might form due to varying cable tensile forces during the winding procedure. If these loops does not pop-out easily when the cable is tensed the cable can be damaged, a phenomena well described in the literature and referred to as hockling [29–32]. For a created cable loop to pop-out, axial tension must be applied to the cable. Knowing the mechanical properties of the cable, the axial cable tension required to pull out a loop without kinking and the cable curvature at pop-out can be described as a function of the axial cable torque. Cable kinking is more likely with torsional-stiff cables that are easy to bend.

The development and adaption of the UU robotized stator cable winding concept for the third generation of the UU WEC generator—with the ambition to become an industrial product—requires an updated cable feeder tool design. The cable feeder tool can be described as the heart of the cable winding solution, being the equipment used by the industrial robots to handle the cable during the complete winding process. Furthermore, a simplified cable feeder tool is also used in robotized cable winding to feed cable from a cable drum to the robots [33] and similar cable feeder tools have been suggested to be used for temporary cable storage during the winding process [34]. The present development of the robotized stator winding solution put some specific requirements on the cable feeder tool, which could not be completely satisfied by the previously developed robot cable feeder tool. These requirements include controllability, process supervision, durability, higher feed performance and adaptions for the new UU WEC design. For example, faster tool operations, higher feed forces and velocities, more precise feed lengths, more reliable cable dropping and more flexibility in choosing feed parameters are needed. We considered the feed mechanisms used in the Seabased manual cable feeder tool and in commercial cable feeder tools for the new tool. However, these tools lack many of the other functions needed for robotized stator cable winding, including controllability, process supervision and cable handling capabilities. Cable feeder machines used during cable laying cannot be used for our stator cable winding application, as these require closed and long cable ducts. Lubrication of the cable or the stator slots is not recommended either, since this would considerably reduce the friction between the cable and the feed mechanism of the cable feeder tool, thus reducing the feed force that could be transferred to the cable. Neither the equipment used for automated assembly of other stator winding concepts, the equipment for robotized filament winding nor the equipment for superconductive coil winding can be used to feed cable in our application. Therefore, we needed an updated cable feeder tool.

The aim of this paper is to present and validate a durable and high
performance updated version of the cable feeder tool used for the robotized stator cable winding of the UU WEC generator stator, including the mechanical design, the control system design, the experimental evaluation and the validation. The intended integration of the presented equipment into a complete robotized cable winding process is not covered. Section 2 presents the experimental setup and the methods used for developing and evaluating the cable feeder tool. Section 3 presents the final updated tool design and Section 4 presents the experimental results. These results are discussed in Section 5 and finally conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Experimental setup and methods

In the presented work, three cable feeder tool prototypes were designed, constructed, calibrated and validated. The design was first validated in a 3D-CAD environment. An ABB ACS500 PLC\(^3\) was used to control and supervise the tools. To facilitate implementation of the cable feeder tool in the intended robotized cable winding application, the control system was fully integrated into the controllers of the industrial robots. The complete equipment was assembled, programmed and tested in-house. Designing the cable feeder tool was an extensive process, where multiple technical challenges needed to be solved in parallel. However, for clarity, the solutions to these challenges are here presented separately. Programming the control system was an iterative process, requiring numerous adjustments, calibrations and improvements, before a durable and satisfying solution was found.

During the development and validation of the cable feeder tools, a robotized cable winding experimental setup at UU was used. This setup included the PLC, two ABB IRB4400/60 kg M2000 S4C+ industrial robots, a shortened UU WEC stator section, winding cable and a combined cable drum feeding and cable cutting equipment [33], see Fig. 3. In the experiments, relevant equipment parameters, such as cable feed velocities, cable feed forces and positioning velocities of the robots, were logged by the PLC.

We used a robot cable feeder tool to grip a winding cable with different gripping forces to evaluate the accuracy of the developed cable gripping force supervision. The actual gripping force was then determined by manually measuring the compression of the gripping force damping power springs and was compared to the supervised value of the cable gripping force. To evaluate the accuracy of the actual gripping force in relation to the desired gripping force, we again used a robot cable feeder tool to grip a cable with different forces. About 1 s after the grip operation was finished, we took a 3 s average value of the supervised gripping force. The same procedure was then repeated for a gripping force adjustment operation.

To calibrate and to evaluate the accuracy of the cable fed distance supervision, a robot cable feeder tool was used to feed 10 m free cable back and forth through the tool with different velocities. The actual fed distance was then decided by manually measuring the compression of the cable which had been fed and compared to the supervised cable fed distance value and to the desired cable feed distance. The experimental setup shown in Fig. 4a was used to calibrate and to evaluate the accuracy of the developed cable feed force supervision. Here, different well-defined gravity masses were attached to a cable and pulled upwards by a robot cable feeder tool with different velocities and different cable gripping forces while an average value of the supervised feed force was taken during feeding with constant velocity. The idle feed force supervision was further calibrated by feeding free cable through the tool with different velocities and different cable gripping forces.

We used the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4b to evaluate the cable feed slip supervision. Here, a winding cable was attached to a retracting tension spring and the spring was in turn fixed to a steady table. As the cable was pulled by a robot cable feeder tool, the spring stretched and the cable feed force increased until the feed slip supervision was triggered and the feeding stopped.

3. Cable feeder tool design

When designing the cable feeder tool, we used the previous tool [13] as starting point. However, the complete design was re-evaluated and other similar tools, winding strategies and applications were studied [3–10,14–22]. For example, with the promising results from the previous tool in mind, we chose the double feed wheels feed mechanism used in the Seabased manual cable feeder tool rather than the belt feed
mechanism used in commercial cable feeder tools. This set-up reduces the required cable gripping force compared to the previous single feed wheel design while keeping down the tool dimensions. In the design process, we gave ample attention to the results and experiences from previous work on robotized cable winding, but also took into account the experience from manual winding. For example, the previous robot cable winding procedure [13], where the cable was always held by a cable feeder tool and fully guided when fed through the stator section and between the tools, was re-utilized. Hence, cable localizing was limited to detecting the cable end inside the cable feeder tool, to stop the feeding if the end windings are pulled. Furthermore, the intended winding application requires the use of cables that are easy to bend to small radii as the cable is pulled between near slot holes. Hence, self-contacting cable loops formed on the cable during winding are unlikely to pop-out easily and focus must be on preventing the cable to twist in the first place. Therefore, we designed the robot cable feeder tools to be facing downwards during winding, thus preventing undesired cable twisting when moving the cable from one slot hole to another, as demonstrated in [13]. We considered the changes introduced to the stator of the third generation UU WEC as well. The changes influencing the cable feeder design the most were the change from an 16 mm² to a 25 mm² winding cable and the change from angled to straight stator sections.

The requirements that the new cable feeder tool should fulfill are summarized in Table 1. Two identical but mirror designed tool prototypes were designed and constructed, in accordance with these requirements, to be used by two robots performing winding together. A simplified version of the tool was also constructed, to be used for delivering cable from a cable drum to the robots.

In the rest of this section, the final mechanical design of the cable feeder tool is presented in Section 3.1 and the final version of the control system is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1. Mechanical design

When designing the new tools, we aimed to dimension the tools so they would be able to handle the expected process forces for the duration of their life-time, while trying to keep the tool dimensions as small as possible. Durable, standard industrial motors, motor drives, actuators, transmissions, cabling and sensors were used as far as possible. Some more complex tool components were custom made, such as the feed wheels and the cable guiding system, or adjusted, such as the cog wheels. To limit the complexity and the investment cost, most of the tool frames and housings were screwed together from flat, machined parts. The majority were custom-made in high-strength aluminum in an external mechanical workshop, while parts with lower accuracy and strength requirements were custom-made in POM-H plastic in-house. To minimize cable wear, micro energy chains were used to guide moving cabling inside the tools. An energy chain dress pack with integrated pull-back was used to guide cables and pneumatic hoses on the robot arm. We constructed a service and storage frame, where the tool could be stored when unmounted from the robot. The final robot cable feeder tool design is explained in Fig. 5, while Fig. 6a shows a photo of the final mounted robot cable feeder tool and Fig. 6b shows a photo of the final constructed drum cable feeder tool.

In the rest of this section, the robot cable feeder tool design is further explained in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.4, while Section 3.1.5 explains the differences in the drum cable feeder tool design.

3.1.1. Feeding the cable

The most essential task for the cable feeder tool is to feed the cable in a durable way with a high feed force and precision. We used a geared brushless AC servo motor, nominally rated at about 2.1 N m at about 3000 rpm and geared 5:1, to drive the cable feed mechanism. We also designed a new feeding wheel, adapted to the new cable dimension. The wheel was made from high-strength aluminum, with a concave grooved and sand-blasted feed surface and a feed diameter of about 44 mm. The theoretical nominal tool cable feed force was just over 450 N at just under 1.4 m/s cable feed velocity, including the characteristics of the applied gear and servo motor drive but neglecting the mechanical losses in the gear and the bearings as well as the force required to feed the cable between the wheels while being squeezed. The corresponding peak feed force was close to 800 N at just under 1.1 m/s. To reduce the required cable gripping force, double feed wheels, directly coupled to each other with cog wheels, were used. Hence, the feed wheel contact surface with the cable was doubled and the gripping force could, theoretically, be halved compared to feeding with one wheel. The distance between the cog wheels depended on the cable gripping force and cable gripping deformation, which varied slightly during feeding. Consequently, the cog wheels did not fit perfectly radially and the cogs were expected to be subject to more wear than in a normal application. The aluminum feed wheels were also expected to be subject to wear, although the wear was likely to be less than in the previous rubber surface feed wheel design. Therefore, to simplify maintenance and replacement, the feed wheels and the cogs were mounted together on hub-shaft connections, see Fig. 7a.

Previous experience showed that supervising the feed wheel rotation was not sufficient to get an accurate value of the cable fed distance. Moreover, the previous cable feed slip supervision could not be implemented for the double feed wheel design. Therefore, a separate miniature cable fed distance measuring system was designed and mounted on the feeding side of the cable guiding system, close to the feed wheels. Here, a measuring wheel with a sand-blasted contact surface was pushed by two small power springs against the cable through an oblong hole in the cable guiding system. The measuring wheel was in turn connected to an incremental rotational sensor, see Fig. 7b. This custom-made measuring system was much smaller than commercially available cable length measuring machines and smaller than commercially available measuring wheel systems.

3.1.2. Gripping the cable

To be able to feed cable efficiently through the stator section during winding requires high cable gripping forces as well as quick and precise adjustment and supervision of the cable gripping force and the position of the lower feed wheel. To achieve this, a brushless AC servo motor, nominally rated at about 1.4 N m at about 4000 rpm, was directly coupled to a ball screw unit where the nut was connected to the lower feed
wheel with two damping power springs and one retracting tension spring, see Fig. 8a. As with the previous design, the ball screw nut and the lower feed wheel were mounted separately on a miniature linear guiding system. The function of the power springs was to ramp the gripping force and to compensate for small variations in the cable diameter, while the function of the tension spring was to ensure contact between the two units. Thus, including the characteristics of the ball screw unit and the servo motor drive but neglecting the mechanical losses in the ball screw unit and the bearing, the theoretical nominal cable gripping force was about 1700 N at a linear wheel positioning velocity of about 20 m/s. To supervise the position of the lower feed wheel, two miniature snap-action switches were used to define its stroke and an analogue draw wire sensor was used to supervise its actual position. Furthermore, analogue absolute rotational sensors were mounted on the cog wheels axes to supervise their actual angular positions and to enable the cog wheels’ angular fitting evaluation, see Fig. 8b.

### 3.1.3. Handling the cable

A rigid cable guiding system, able to catch, guide, direct and drop the cable, is essential to perform durable stator cable winding with the cable feeder tool. Therefore, we decided to use a split pipe design, similar to, but stiffer and more precise than the one in the previous tool, to handle the cable. Here, the lower part of the cable guiding system was coupled directly to and controlled by a double-acting guided linear pneumatic cylinder, equipped with two Hall Effect sensors supervising its position, while the upper part was mounted on the tool housing with strong brackets. An optical fork sensor was mounted over a miniature hole on the feeding side of the cable guiding system and used to detect the cable inside the cable guiding system, see Fig. 9a. As before, the cable was dropped by opening the feed wheels and the cable guiding system with the tool facing downwards. To ensure that the cable was dropped, we used three pneumatic push micro-cylinders with spring return to push the cable out of the cable guiding system, see Fig. 9b. The cable was dropped through two through-beam photoelectric sensors and four optical fork sensors. The photoelectric sensors were fixed mounted close to the feed wheel, while the optical fork sensors were mounted on a frame which could be pushed over the cable guiding system. The frame positioning was performed by a double-acting guided linear pneumatic cylinder, equipped with two Hall Effect sensors supervising its position. Hence, the fork sensors could be retracted during winding and pushed out only when the cable was dropped, see Fig. 9c and d.

Furthermore, as the winding cable is pulled through a slot hole during the winding process, an end winding loop is created on the opposite stator section side. If an overlapping winding pattern is used, these end windings build on top of each other and could block the next slot hole to be wound. To avoid this, the end windings need to be pushed down after a cable has been wound. A push handle was added to the tool to address this problem. The top of the push handle was rounded and about 100 mm wide. The push handle could also be used to manually lift the cable feeder tool when unmounted from the robot.

### 3.1.4. Positioning relative to the stator section

Precise positioning of the cable feeder tool against and relative to the stator section is essential. Therefore, a cylindrical shielded proximity sensor was mounted on the tool and used to take measurements on the stator section during a similar positional calibration procedure as the one developed for the previous tool [35]. To achieve a more accurate positioning against the uneven stator side, miniature snap-action switches were mounted on the receiving and feeding ends of the cable guiding system, see Fig. 10a.

To facilitate positioning, five different TCPs⁴ were defined on the cable feeder tool according to its intended use: one in the middle between the closed feed wheels, one on each end of the cable guiding system ends, one at the detecting distance centered in front of the proximity sensor and one on top of the push handle, see Fig. 10b.

### 3.1.5. The drum cable feeder tool

Some of the functions of the robot cable feeder tool were not required for the drum cable feeder tool, allowing a somewhat simplified design. To begin with, lower feed force requirements allowed direct feed wheel drive with the same servo motor, eliminating the gear. Thus, including the characteristics of the servo motor drive but neglecting the mechanical losses in the bearings as well as the force required to feed the cable between the wheels while being squeezed, the theoretical nominal drum tool cable feed force was just under 100 N with high cable feed velocities. The corresponding peak feed force was just above 150 N with high velocities. Lower cable feed forces, which demanded lower cable gripping forces, in combination with lower requirements on precision and flexibility, meant that a simpler double-acting guided linear pneumatic

---

⁴Tool Centre Point.
cylinder could be used to control the position of the lower feed wheel in the drum cable feeder tool. Moreover, only one power damping spring was needed. The pneumatic cylinder was equipped with two Hall Effect sensors supervising its position. As a result, neither the miniature snap-action limit switches nor the analogue draw wire sensor were needed in the drum feeder tool. Since the drum feeder tool was fixed mounted and did not need to drop the cable, the cable guiding system could be shortened and did not need to be opened. Neither the cable drop equipment, nor the push handle nor the positional calibration measuring sensors were needed. However, an additional optical fork sensor, mounted on the cable guiding system at the receiving side of the feed wheels, was used to detect if the cable drum ran out of cable.

3.2. Control system design

Full control of the cable feeder tools in the PLC was achieved by connecting all sensors and the pneumatic solenoid valves controlling the pneumatic cylinders directly to the PLC main unit, through point-to-point connections to digital and analogue IO expansion modules. The servo motor drives and the robot controllers were also connected to the PLC main unit, through EtherCAT and Profinet fieldbus communication to specific expansion modules. The ABB Motion Control Library was used to enable full control and supervision of the motors in the PLC. The physical layout of the control system communication is explained in Fig. 11.

In the PLC control system, separate sub-programs were used to control and supervise the cable feeder tools. Different supervision sub-programs were used and continuously cycled to supervise the tools. Here, diverse sensor values were interpreted and compared to each other and to pre-defined or operation-specific threshold values. Detection of non-fatal, well defined failures were designed to enable automatic process recovery. For example, a cable drop failure could trig the push cylinders mounted on the cable guiding system to oscillate in order to loosen a cable being stuck. Fatal failures with unclear causes on the other hand, such as an unexpected high feed force, should normally not occur and was therefore not responded to with automatic failure recovering. We put a lot of work into preventing possible failures, which could damage the tools or the winding process, into making the control system durable and into enabling flexible and detailed control of the tool. To enable full control over the cable feeder tools in the robot controllers—which would facilitate implementation in stator cable winding—we developed separate, tool operation specific, sub-procedures and integrated these into the robot controllers control systems. This integration included triggering different tool operations according to desired parameters and communicating the tool status.

In the rest of this section, the PLC control system is further explained in Sections 3.2.1–3.2.6, while Section 3.2.7 explain differences in the drum cable feeder tool PLC control system.

3.2.1. Cable gripping supervision

To achieve a reliable supervision of the position of the lower feed wheel, the analogue output from the draw wire sensor was gently filtered in the PLC and translated into the distance between the two feed wheels. Three feed wheel distance intervals were defined within the positional stroke of the wheel: opened, half-opened and closed. The open position corresponded to the feed wheels being completely
opened, thus allowing the cable guiding system to be opened and the cable to be dropped from the tool. The half-open position corresponded to the feed wheels being slightly opened, thus allowing cable to be fed between the wheels while assuring that the cable was guided into the feeding side of the cable guiding system. The close position corresponded to the feed wheels being closed, thus gripping the cable and enabling the tool to feed cable. The cable feed wheels’ distance supervision was also used to define service intervals for the ball screw unit, by counting the total number of strokes for the ball screw unit.

A reliable supervision of the cable gripping force was also required. This was achieved by supervising the compression length of the power springs mounted between the ball screw nut and the lower feed wheel. The supervision was performed by comparing the supervised position of the lower feed wheel to the position of ball screw nut, which was calculated from the gripping motor position provided by the servo motor drive. Knowing the power springs deflection to force ratio, the spring compression length was in turn translated into a cable gripping force. Furthermore, during feeding, the supervised cable gripping force was compared to the expected force. If the supervised force deviated too much from the expected force, an error was raised in the PLC and the feed process was immediately stopped.

To supervise the cog wheels’ angular fitting, the analogue outputs from the two absolute rotational sensors were gently filtered in the PLC and translated to cog wheel rotations. These rotations were in turn compared to each other. Knowing the relative rotational mounting offset and the number of cogs, the angular fitting of the two cog wheels could thus be evaluated.

3.2.2. Cable feed supervision

A reliable supervision of the cable fed distance was achieved by counting the pulses from the incremental rotational sensor in the miniature fed distance measuring system in the PLC and translating the result into cable fed distance in 0.9 mm steps. This value was in turn translated into cable velocity. Calibration of the cable feed system and the cable fed distance supervision was performed using the method presented in Section 2. The cable fed distance supervision was also used to define service intervals for the feed wheels and the cog wheels, by counting the total absolute cable fed distance for the wheels.

To achieve a reliable supervision of the feed force transferred to the cable, the idle feed force needed to be calculated and subtracted from the supervised feed motor force. The total feed motor force was calculated by gently filtering the motor current provided by the servo motor drive and knowing the servo motor torque constant. The idle feed force, on the other hand, was observed to be varying largely mainly with the cable gripping force and feed velocity. Calibration of the feed force supervision, including deciding these dependencies, was performed using the method presented in Section 2. During feeding, the supervised cable feed force was compared to the expected maximum required feed force for the current operation. If a higher force than expected was registered, an error was raised in the PLC and the feed
process was immediately stopped. The force limit was defined at the beginning of a cable feed operation and could thus be chosen depending on the current feed operation.

To reliably supervise cable feed slip, the cable feed force was compared to the cable gripping force during feeding. If the gripping force to feed force ratio, expressed as a force slip coefficient, decreased to less than 150%, an error was raised in the PLC and the feed process was immediately stopped. This supervision method was intended to react before feed slip occurred, to protect the tool, the cable and the winding process. However, under certain circumstances, if the cable did get stuck momentarily during feeding at high velocities, this supervision might not be fast enough to register the peak feed force occurring as slipping started. Therefore, a second feed slip supervision was required as backup. Here, the cable velocity was compared to the feed wheels’ velocity. If the difference between these two values, expressed as a velocity slip coefficient, was larger than 75% of the feed wheels’ velocity for longer than 0.5 s an error was raised in the PLC and the feed process was immediately stopped. Since this supervision method was used as backup, it was calibrated to low sensitivity.

3.2.3. Cable drop supervision

To achieve a reliable cable drop supervision, the optical fork cable presence sensor was supervised together with the dedicated through-beam photoelectric and optical fork sensors while a cable was dropped. For a cable drop to be verified, the optical fork sensor needed to be deactivated exactly once and never activated. All other supervised sensors needed to be activated exactly once and deactivated exactly once during the supervision. If any of the sensors were activated or deactivated more than allowed, the drop supervision failed.

3.2.4. Cable gripping functions

To enable a flexible lower feed wheel positioning, five different required cable gripping functions were identified:

1. Homing action of the ball screw nut
2. Opening the feed wheels
3. Half-opening the feed wheels
4. Gripping the cable
5. Adjusting the cable gripping force

The gripping functions were integrated separately in the PLC control system: (1) In the ball screw nut homing function, the balls screw nut was lowered to the lower miniature snap-action limit switch. The servo motor drive position was then reset before the feed wheels were opened. (2) In the open function, the ball screw nut was repositioned according the predefined open position. (3) In the half-open function, the ball screw nut was repositioned according to the predefined half-open position. (4) When initiating the gripping function, the actual cog wheel angular fitting was evaluated automatically and adjusted if needed. Next, the ball screw nut was positioned according the predefined close position—corresponding to the feed wheels being closed with a negligible cable gripping force—and finally the ball screw nut was moved upwards until the cable gripping force reached the desired value. (5) In the gripping force adjustment function, the deviation between the actual cable gripping force and the desired cable gripping force was used to calculate the theoretical required ball screw nut repositioning and the ball screw nut position was adjusted accordingly.

3.2.5. Cable feed functions

Eight different cable feed functions were identified to be required
for flexible cable feeding:

1. Jog feed  
2. Feeding a relative distance  
3. Feeding an absolute distance  
4. Feed to force  
5. Feed synchronized to another cable feeder tool  
6. Feed synchronized to a robot movement  
7. Find and adjust to the position of the cable end  
8. Fit the cog wheels angularly

These feed functions were also integrated separately in the PLC control system: (1) In the jog feed function, cable feeding was performed according to the specified direction, velocity and acceleration, until interrupted. (2) In the feeding a relative distance function, cable feeding was performed according to the specified direction, velocity, acceleration and relative feed wheels’ cable feed distance. (3) In the feeding an absolute distance function, cable feeding was performed according to the specified velocity, acceleration and absolute feed distance. Here, the specified absolute feed distance was translated to a relative feed wheels’ feed distance, by comparing the actual value of the supervised cable fed distance to the specified desired absolute cable feed distance. (4) In the feed to force function, cable feeding was performed according to the specified direction, velocity and acceleration until the specified cable feed force was reached. (5) In the cable feeder tool feed synchronization function, the feed motor control parameters mirrored a specified cable feeder tool to one or several other specified cable feeder tools. (6) In the robot movement feed synchronization function, cable feeding was performed in the specified direction, with the velocity mirroring the absolute TCP positioning velocity of a specified robot. (7) In the cable end search function, the cable was fed back into the tool, so that the cable end could be detected when passing the optical fork cable presence sensor. The cable fed distance supervision was then reset and the cable end was positioned at the feeding end of the cable guiding system. (8) In the cog wheels’ fitting adjustment function, the angular fitting of the cog wheels was first evaluated. If the fitting was not satisfactory, the deviation from the perfect fit was used to adjust the rotation of the upper feed wheel to the closest fitting position.

3.2.6. Automatic tool calibration procedures

To facilitate tool commissioning and service, we developed and implemented an automatic calibration procedure for the ball screw unit and the lower feed wheel draw wire sensor. Here, the parameters used for translating the draw wire sensor output signal to the feed wheels’ distance and for defining the stroke of the ball screw nut were updated. To begin with, default calibration parameters were used to perform a preliminary ball screw nut homing action. Thereafter, the ball screw nut was moved to a number of different positions, including against the lower limit switch and completely closing the cog wheels, while the analogue output signal from the draw wire sensor and the position of the ball screw motor were registered. Finally, these values were used to update the calibration parameters so that they correlated with the exact dimensions and sensor output for the cable feeder tool and a new ball screw nut homing action was performed.

Furthermore, an automatic calibration procedure for the cog wheels’ angular fitting supervision was developed and implemented. Here, the parameter used for evaluating the angular fitting of the cog wheels was calibrated. Before the procedure was started, the rotation of the lower cog wheel needed to be fitted manually roughly angularly to the rotation of the upper cog wheel. Next, the cog wheels were closed, so that perfect fitting was achieved. The analogue output signals from the two absolute rotational sensors were then compared and used to update the calibration parameter to correlate with the relative mounting of the cog wheels.

3.2.7. The drum cable feeder tool

Some parts of the above described PLC control system were not needed for the drum cable feeder tool, while other parts needed to be adjusted. To begin with, since the lower feed wheel was controlled by a pneumatic cylinder actuator, only two different stationary feed wheel positions were possible: open and closed. These positions could be supervised with the cylinder Hall Effect sensors. Furthermore, since no draw wire sensor was installed between the main tool housing and the lower feed wheel housing, the compression of the damping power spring mounted between the actuator and the lower feed wheel could not be supervised. Instead, the cable gripping force was assumed to be constant as the cable was gripped and approximated to be about 500 N from manual measuring of the spring compression. Also, there was obviously no need for cable drop supervision or an automatic ball screw calibration procedure. Finally, full control of the drum cable feeder tool needed to be provided to both robot controllers independently. To allow this, the drum feeder tool robot controller sub-procedures were implemented on both robot controllers and the PLC then gave control to the robot controller from which an operation was started.

4. Experimental results

As the final cable feeder tool prototype version was accomplished, the functions of the prototype tools were validated using the experimental setup and methods presented in Section 2. This included robotized cable winding experiments. In the rest of this section, the experimental validations are presented for general tool requirements in Section 4.1, for cable gripping functions in Section 4.2 and for cable feed functions in Section 4.3.

4.1. General requirements

In the experiments, all tools were fully controlled by the PLC. We validated full control through the robot controllers and the tools were validated to be able to handle the specified winding cable and stator section. The tool design was found to be rigid, no significant tool wear beyond expectation was detected and tool maintenance was not required. Table 2 presents the total tool component costs, including the energy chains on the robot arm, the connection cables, the estimated costs for in-house component manufacturing and a shared cost for the common servo motor drive cabinet, but excluding all other costs related to the PLC and other side equipment, together with estimations of the required assembly times and the total tool costs.

Robotized cable winding experiments validated that the robot tools were able to catch the cable, direct it into and feed it through a slot hole in the stator section and were able to push down the end windings with the required accuracy. In Fig. 12a, a robot cable feeder tool is positioned with the receiving end of its cable guiding system against a slot hole in the stator section. The winding cable has been pushed through the slot hole, from the other side of the stator section by the other robot cable feeder tool, and received by the feeder tool which is now pulling the cable through the stator section. Next, in Fig. 12b, the robot cable feeder tool has rotated 180°, performed a cable end search operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable feeder tool version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot cable feeder tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum cable feeder tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assuming the assembly is performed in-house by experienced personnel for EUR/ h.
of the stator section and positioning the cable guiding system end
the feeder tool using its push handle, see Fig. 12d. Positional calibration
end winding loop between the two slot holes is now pushed down by
the stator section by the other robot cable feeder tool, the remaining
the cable. Finally, after the cable has been completely pulled through
the other side of the stator section and the feeder tool is now dropping
through the stator section and into the other robot cable feeder tool on
through the stator section during robotized stator cable winding experiments. (c) A robot
robotized stator cable winding experiments. (b) A robot cable feeder tool pushing cable
and is now positioned with the feeding end of its cable guiding system
against another slot hole in the stator section and pushing the cable
through the stator section. In Fig. 12c, the cable has been pushed
through the stator section and into the other robot cable feeder tool on
the other side of the stator section and the feeder tool is now dropping
the cable. Finally, after the cable has been completely pulled through
the stator section by the other robot cable feeder tool, the remaining
end winding loop between the two slot holes is now pushed down by
the feeder tool using its push handle, see Fig. 12d. Positional calibration
of the stator section and positioning the cable guiding system end
against a stationary surface was performed with sufficiently high
accuracy. The cycle time for performing positional calibration with one
robot was about 150 s while using the snap action switch to position the
cable guiding system end with higher accuracy against the stator se-
tion side took about 2.5 s extra time per positioning. Dropping the cable
from the robot tool was performed very reliably. The cable drop su-
ervision was able to supervise that a cable had not been dropped.
However, the drop supervision did fail in detecting a cable drop if the
cable was not dropped straight down, causing one or several of the drop
supervision sensors to be activated more than once.

In corresponding experiments, the drum cable feeder tool was va-
lidated to be able to direct and feed cable into the receiving end of the
cable guiding system of a robot cable feeder tool.

4.2. Gripping the cable

In the robotized stator cable winding experiments, the robot cable
feeder tool was also validated to be able to reliably open and half-open
the feed wheels, to grip the cable and to adjust the cable gripping force
with the required accuracy. The positioning of the lower feed wheel
between pre-defined positions and adjusting a grip was performed very
fast, while gripping a cable required a low feed wheel positioning ve-
locity in order to achieve an accurate gripping force supervision and
thus high gripping force accuracy. Fig. 13 shows the most relevant
process parameters for typical lower feed wheel positioning operations.

The cable gripping and cable gripping force adjustment functions
and the gripping force supervision were validated experimentally to be
durable and sufficiently accurate. Cable feeding with up to 1000 N
gripping force was validated. In Fig. 14, Kernel distributions for the
gripping force supervision and the achieved gripping force accuracy
measurements are presented together with histograms, while Table 3
presents the corresponding standard mean deviations.

It was experimentally validated that the feed wheels’ distance su-
pervision, the cog wheels’ fitting supervision, the ball screw nut homing
function, the cog wheels’ fitting adjustment function and the automatic
tool calibration procedures were durable and sufficiently accurate. The
cycle time of the ball screw nut homing function was up to 20 s—de-
pending on the ball screw nut position when initiated—while the cycle
time for the automatic feed wheels’ distance calibration procedure was
about 85 s and the cycle time for the automatic cog wheels’ fitting cal-
ibration procedure was about 10 s.

In corresponding experiments, the drum cable feeder tool was va-
lidated to be able to open and close the feed wheels with the required
accuracy. The cycle time for re-positioning the lower feed wheel was
about 3 s. Furthermore, the cable gripping force was validated to be
suitable for feeding cable from the cable drum. Finally, a validation of
the durability and required accuracy of the lower feed wheel position

![Fig. 12. (a) A robot cable feeder tool pulling cable through the stator section during robotized stator cable winding experiments. (b) A robot cable feeder tool pushing cable through the stator section during robotized stator cable winding experiments. (c) A robot cable feeder tool dropping a cable during robotized stator cable winding experiments. (d) A robot cable feeder tool pushing down the end windings during robotized stator cable winding experiments.](image)

![Fig. 13. Normalized values of the supervised cable gripping force, ball screw nut position and lower feed wheel position during typical feed cable gripping operations. Zone A highlights a ball screw nut homing operation, Zone B highlights a feed wheel half-close operation, Zone C highlights a cable gripping operation, Zone D highlights a cable gripping force adjustment operation, Zone E highlights a feed wheel half-open operation and Zone F highlights a feed wheel open operation. The measurement sampling frequency was 10 Hz. For reference, the actual maximum values shown in the figure are 493 N force and 348 mm position.](image)
supervision was successfully performed.

4.3. Feeding the cable

The robot cable feeder tool was validated in the experiments to be able to feed and pull the cable through the stator section with the required accuracy. All developed feed motor functions were validated to be durable and sufficiently accurate. The cycle time for the cable end search function was about 2 s. In Fig. 15, the most relevant process parameters are shown for a short cable feeder tool feed synchronization operation, for a short robot movement feed synchronization operation, for a cable end search operation, for a feed to force operation and for repeated cog wheels’ fitting adjustment operations.

It was experimentally validated that the cable feed force supervision was durable and sufficiently accurate. In the experiments, the cable feeder tool pulled gravity masses of up to 420 N and achieved cable feed velocities up to 1.5 m/s. Fig. 16 presents Kernel distributions for the cable feed force supervision, the cable fed distance supervision and the feed wheel fed distance accuracy measurements together with histograms. The corresponding standard mean deviations are presented in Table 4.

Finally, a validation of the durability and required accuracy of the

Table 3
Calculated standard mean deviations for the experimental accuracy results for cable gripping supervisions and functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Standard mean deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gripping force supervision</td>
<td>18 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved gripping force grip</td>
<td>10 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved gripping force adjusted</td>
<td>5 N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 14. (a) A histogram and the Kernel distribution for the 44 gripping force supervision accuracy measurements. (b) A histogram and the Kernel distribution for the 60 gripping force accuracy measurements after a cable gripping. (c) A histogram and the Kernel distribution for the 60 gripping force accuracy measurements after an adjusted grip.
Fig. 15. (a) The cable feed wheels’ velocities for all three cable feeder tools during a short cable feeder tool feed synchronization operation, with measurement sampling frequency 10 Hz. (b) The robot linear TCP positioning velocity and the cable feeder tool feed wheels’ velocity during a short robot movement feed synchronization operation, with measurement sampling frequency 10 Hz. (c) Normalized values of the cable feed wheels’ velocity and the optical fork cable presence sensor signal during a typical cable end search operation, with measurement sampling frequency 10 Hz. For reference, the actual maximum absolute values shown in the figure are 124 mm position and 300 mm/s velocity. (d) Normalized values of the cable feed wheels’ velocity and the supervised cable feed force during a feed-to-force operation, with measurement sampling frequency 50 Hz. For reference, the actual maximum absolute values shown in the figure are 103 mm/s velocity and 238 N force. (e) Normalized values of the upper and lower cog wheels’ rotations and the supervised cog wheel fitting offset during nine cog wheels’ fitting adjustment operations. The rotation of the lower wheel was manually changed between the adjustments. Red zones highlight cog wheel fitting operations and blue zones highlight manual lower wheel rotation changes. The measurement sampling frequency was 50 Hz. For reference, the actual values of the cog wheels’ rotation range from 0 to 360°, while 0 cog wheel fitting offset means perfect fitting and 1 cog wheel fitting offset means cog against cog.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 16. (a) A histogram and the Kernel distribution for the 55 feed force supervision accuracy measurements. (b) A histogram and the Kernel distribution for the 60 feed distance supervision accuracy measurements. (c) A histogram and the Kernel distribution for the 60 feed wheel fed distance accuracy measurements.
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Table 4
Calculated standard mean deviations for the experimental accuracy results of the cable feed force and cable feed distance supervisions and functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Standard mean deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed force supervision</td>
<td>11 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fed distance supervision</td>
<td>16 mm/10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed wheel fed distance</td>
<td>21 mm/10 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 17. (a) Normalized values of the cable feed wheels’ velocity, the supervised cable feed force, the supervised gripping force and the calculated force slip coefficient during a feed-to-slip operation where the slip coefficient limit was adjusted to 1 and the velocity slip supervision was inactivated, with measurement sampling frequency 50 Hz. For reference, the actual maximum absolute values shown in the figure are 228 mm/s velocity and 405 N force. (b) Normalized values of the cable feed wheels’ velocity, the supervised cable feed force, the supervised cable velocity and the calculated velocity slip coefficient during a feed-to-slip operation. Here, the slip detection time was adjusted to 0.1 s, a cable gripping force of about 75 N was used and the force slip supervision was inactivated. The measurement sampling frequency was 50 Hz. For reference, the actual maximum absolute values shown in the figure are 84 N force and 76 mm/s velocity. Cable feed slip supervision was successfully performed. In Fig. 17, the most relevant process parameters are shown for two short cable feed-to-slip operations, performed as described in Section 2 and stopped by the two different cable feed slip supervision functions. From Fig. 17b, the static frictional coefficient between the feed surface of a feed wheel and the surface of the cable can be roughly estimated to be 0.56, assuming that the two feed wheels transfer half of the achieved feed force each to the cable.

In corresponding experiments, the drum cable feeder tool was validated to be able to pull cable from a cable drum with the required accuracy. Furthermore, cable feed forces above 110 N were recorded during winding experiments and cable feed velocities up to 1.5 m/s were achieved.

5. Discussion

Designing and evaluating the constructed cable feeder tool prototypes was a very repetitive and extensive process. Most of the tool functions have therefore been optimized to enable robotized stator cable winding and further improvements are likely possible. All tool components were needed and used fully during the winding experiments.
The presented cable feeder tool design was adapted for the third generation UU WEC generator. However, it is likely that the tool design is scalable to some extent. For example, the same conceptual tool design has previously been demonstrated for smaller cables [13]. Larger cables or much higher required feed forces might necessitate redesigning the feed mechanism, but the overall tool concept is likely to be scalable. Hence, adapting the tool for other similar cable winding applications, including but not limited to high-voltage motors, power transformers, wind power generators and hydropower generators [36–39] is likely to be possible. This would enable a broader use of the cable winding technology, especially where large scale production is required, since the current manual assembly is very time consuming and exhausting. By comparing the validated performance of the constructed tools with a previous theoretical analyze of the proposed robotized winding process [34], high potential assembly cycle time and cost savings compared to manual cable winding are indicated. Another important advantage with the presented cable feeder tool concept is the very high flexibility in adapting to and switching between different stator geometries and winding patterns using the same equipment and without compromising on the stator design. Considering the general production trend with smaller batch series and increased customizations [40], an automated stator winding concept providing such flexibility and assembly cost savings even for larger machines is likely to have a high market potential. Furthermore, the developed tool could enable a simplified and possible more durable automated winding assembly with fewer assembly steps compared to conventional winding methods, including eliminating the critical winding insulation assembly step and much reducing the need for end winding connections [34]. It is possible that the presented cable feeder tool concept could be utilized to some extent for other similar applications as well, such as cable laying, cable manufacturing and to grab or feed other components with high precision.

In the presented experimental validation of the tool performance, it was not possible to include all the parameters, such as cable specific variations regarding deformation and wear. For example, feeding a cable which had been deformed from wear, making its cross section oval, did require an additional feed force of up to about 30 N compared to feeding a new circular cable. The presented cable feed force supervision accuracy results apply to cables which had been exposed to moderate wear. Therefore, the presented accuracy results should be regarded as estimations and the successful validation in robotized stator cable winding experiments was necessary. Regarding the standard mean deviations presented in Table 3, it should be noted that the gripping force supervision accuracy must be added to the achieved gripping force accuracy to fully estimate the accuracy of the achieved gripping force. From the cable fed distance evaluation results in Table 4, it can be noticed that the accuracy of the supervised cable fed distance was only slightly higher than the accuracy of the feed wheels’ cable fed distance accuracy. However, while these experiments were performed with a free cable, the feed wheels’ fed distance accuracy was much less accurate when higher feed forces were required and influenced significantly by cable wear while the fed distance supervision accuracy was much less influenced by these parameters. The presented feed distance supervision accuracy was high in relation to commercially available cable length measuring machines. When a fatal error PLC control system error was triggered, all cable feeder tools servo motors were immediately shut down. This explains the negative cable and cable feed velocities in ends of the feed-to-slip operations presented in Fig. 17, since the cable was then pulled back by the retracting tension spring.

The double feed wheel cable feed concept was validated for the intended application. The presented estimation of the static frictional coefficient between the feed wheel and the cable indicate that the new feed mechanism design did require a lower cable gripping force in relation to feed force compared to the previous cable feeder tool design. The feed force and the velocity performance of the robot cable feeder tools was very high in relation to corresponding commercially available electric driven cable feeder tools. It was possible to achieve higher cable feed forces than validated here, but this was not necessary for the intended application. However, the cable feed force supervision experiments that repeated cable feeding with very high feed forces over the same cable part did damage the cable insulation. No such wear was noticed during the robotized cable winding experiments, but if significantly higher feed forces are required in the future, the feed mechanism might need to be replaced e.g. with feed belts that are gentler to the cable.

A full evaluation of the constructed cable feeder tool prototypes, including the ability to prevent cable twisting during the winding procedure and actual winding application cycle times, requires further long-term experiments in full-scale robotized stator cable winding. However, some suggestions on how to further develop the tool can be given based on the present experience. To begin with, the reliability of the cable drop supervision could be improved, e.g. by adding another vertical layer of drop supervision sensors to supervise that the cable passes in the desired direction. This would also eliminate the theoretical risk that the cable drop supervision is passed without the cable being completely dropped, because the cable moved back and forth in front of one or several drop supervision sensors without passing downwards. Furthermore, gripping a cable with the robot cable feeder tool was time consuming, considering the frequency of performing this operation in the intended application. As can be understood from Fig. 13, the gripping function could be sped up using a higher ball screw nut linear positioning velocity while compressing the damping power springs, if a lower gripping force accuracy is accepted. Alternatively, it is likely that the gripping operation could be sped up by first gripping the cable with an approximate gripping force using a pre-defined ball screw nut position and then using the gripping force adjustment function to grip the cable with the desired force. The cable end search function was also time consuming, considering the frequency of performing this operation in the intended application. However, with the current control system design, it is not possible to speed up this function without reducing its accuracy more than acceptable. Finally, the supervised values of the cable feed force and the cable velocity did fluctuate significantly, see Figs. 15d and 17b. Even though the accuracy of these supervision functions was sufficient for the intended application, further development and improvement could enhance the tool performance.

6. Conclusions

This article presents an updated cable feeder tool design for robotized stator cable winding. Three cable feeder tool prototypes were constructed and validated successfully for the robotized stator cable winding of the UU WEC generator. We achieved a reliable and compact tool design with high performance, detailed process supervision, integrated automatic tool calibration procedures and high controllability, fully integrated into ABB industrial robot controllers. Hence, the tools are prepared for facilitated implementation, commissioning and service in robotized cable winding applications. It is likely that the same tool concept can be used for other cables and winding applications, thus contributing with high winding assembly flexibility for medium and large sized machines. A full evaluation of the tool design requires further long-term experiments in a full-scale winding application. However, the presented results are very promising and do represent another important step towards an industrial solution for robotized stator cable winding.
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